The Moon’s farside shallow subsurface structure unveiled by Chang’e-4 Lunar Penetrating Radar
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On 3 January 2019, China’s Chang’E-4 (CE-4) successfully landed on the eastern floor of Von Kármán crater within the South Pole–Aitken Basin, becoming the first spacecraft in history to land on the Moon’s farside. Here, we report the observations made by the Lunar Penetrating Radar (LPR) onboard the Yutu-2 rover during the first two lunar days. We found a signal penetration at the CE-4 landing site that is much greater than that at the CE-3 site. The CE-4 LPR images provide clear information about the structure of the subsurface, which is primarily made of low-loss, highly porous, granular materials with embedded boulders of different sizes; the images also indicate that the top of the mare basal layer should be deeper than 40 m. These results represent the first high-resolution image of a lunar ejecta sequence ever produced and the first direct measurement of its thickness and internal architecture.

INTRODUCTION

The stratigraphic architecture of the lunar subsurface is the result of a complex and long process of emplacement and modification of the deposited materials (1). Such architecture can be inferred from remote sensing observations (2) or can be directly imaged using geophysical techniques like seismic or electromagnetic wave prospecting (3). Both methods were successfully tested during the Apollo missions, providing ground-breaking information about the Lunar interior. In the past 20 years, spaceborne/rover-deployed Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) has progressively become the most suitable geophysical technique to investigate planetary subsurface stratigraphy. Two orbiting radars were hosted on NASA’s Apollo 17 and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency’s Kaguya missions, the Apollo Lunar Sounder Experiment and Kaguya Lunar Radar Sounder (4, 5), which were able to survey the subsurface structure down to a depth of 1 to 2 km. The first attempt to survey the Moon’s subsurface using a GPR onboard a rover was made during the Chang’E-3 (CE-3) mission, which was equipped with low- and high-frequency antennas (6). The high-frequency GPR observations revealed a detailed subsurface structure up to a depth of about 10 m (7). Conversely, interpretation of the low-frequency data remains quite controversial due to antenna coupling with the rover and the lunar surface, combined with the limited length of the radar profile (8–10).

On 3 January 2019, the Chang’E-4 (CE-4) lander touched down on the eastern floor of Von Kármán crater at 45.4446°S, 177.5991°E (Fig. 1A) (11, 12), becoming the first spacecraft to land safely on the Moon’s farside. The Yutu-2 rover, equipped with the same dual-frequency Lunar Penetrating Radar (LPR) as CE-3, was successfully deployed to the surface about 12 hours later. The pre-Nectarian Von Kármán crater (44.45°S, 176.3°E; diameter equal to about 186.3 km) is located in the northwestern sector of the South Pole–Aitken basin, the oldest and largest impact structure on the Moon (13). The overall terrain of Von Kármán crater is relatively flat, and its floor was flooded by Imbrian-aged mare basalts that appear dark in optical images (14). The absolute model age of the mare basalts was dated to be ~3.6 billion years (Ga) based on the size-frequency distribution of superposed impact craters (2, 14). Judging from the remote optical and multispectral images, a large portion of mare basalt was later overprinted by distal ejecta that appear bright, which were most probably delivered from surrounding large craters such as Finsen and Von Kármán L (2). As a result, secondary craters are widespread over the floor of Von Kármán, as indicated by their spatial patterns (e.g., chains or clusters with herringbone-shaped morphology) (2, 15). The CE-4 spacecraft landed on the bright distal ejecta from surrounding large craters (Fig. 1A and fig. S8), in an area with a low abundance of rocks and boulders on the surface (fig. S1).

The CE-4 LPR is a dual-frequency GPR system, operating at 60 MHz (low frequency) and 500 MHz (high frequency), with a frequency band of 40 to 80 MHz and 250 to 750 MHz, respectively (16, 17). The radar data were collected during the first two lunar days along the Yutu-2 route (Fig. 1B). In this work, we processed and interpreted only the high-frequency LPR data. As in the CE-3 mission, the low-frequency antennas are installed on the back of the CE-4 rover; unfortunately, this leads to electromagnetic coupling with the rover’s metallic body (18), resulting in strong disturbances that largely overlap the signals coming from the subsurface. These disturbances could easily be misinterpreted as subsurface reflectors (10), and thus, more data should be acquired to effectively mitigate/remove these artifacts from the radargram.

RESULTS

LPR image and physical parameter estimation

The collected high-frequency radar data from point A to point LE210 (Fig. 1B) were processed using standard GPR signal processing methods (fig. S2) [e.g., (19)] and are represented as a seismic color image (radargram) (Fig. 2A). The radar section indicates a very good signal penetration, and radar features are well detectable down
respectively. The image is CE-2 7-m resolution Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM). (A) Yutu-2 rover route during the first two lunar days. Two red lines show the tracks of indicated by the white cross (177.5991°E, 45.4446°S) on a bright ejecta blanket. The yellow and green lines show the ejecta direction from Finsen (12) and Von Kármán L, respectively. The image is CE-2 7-m resolution Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM). (B) Yutu-2 rover route during the first two lunar days. Two red lines show the tracks of the left and right wheels on the Yutu-2 rover. The LPR performed observation along the ~106-m route from exploration points A to LE210. The background image is mosaicked from images obtained during the landing process, where the spatial resolution is 5 cm.

Fig. 1. The CE-4 landing region and the Yutu-2 rover route. (A) CE-4 landed in the eastern floor of Von Kármán crater (44.45°S, 176.3°E; diameter ~186.3 km), as indicated by the white cross (177.5991°E, 45.4446°S) on a bright ejecta blanket. The yellow and green lines show the ejecta direction from Finsen (12) and Von Kármán L, respectively. The image is CE-2 7-m resolution Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM). (B) Yutu-2 rover route during the first two lunar days. Two red lines show the tracks of the left and right wheels on the Yutu-2 rover. The LPR performed observation along the ~106-m route from exploration points A to LE210. The background image is mosaicked from images obtained during the landing process, where the spatial resolution is 5 cm.

Tomographic reconstruction of the stratigraphic sequence

Despite the good quality of the radar image, the complexity of the spatial distribution and shape of the radar features makes identification of the geological structures/events that generated such features quite difficult (25). To overcome this problem, we applied a tomographic inversion algorithm (26) that is capable of gaining information about the size of the objects producing the radar features (scattering objects) when their dimension is larger than half of the signal wavelength (~0.2 m). The resulting image (Fig. 2B) illustrates the internal structure of the deposits, characterized by vertical and lateral inhomogeneities, with groups of boulders and rocks (of various sizes and located at different depths) intercalated with finer materials. On the basis of the distribution, quantity, and dimension of such inhomogeneities, the image can be separated in three main units (Fig. 2C). The shallower unit (depth interval, 0 to 12 m), unit 1, looks rather uniform, with sporadic large rocks distributed along the radar section. The underlying unit (depth interval, 12 to 24 m), unit 2, is composed of an upper part containing a large amount of randomly (almost evenly) distributed 0.2- to 1-m-wide rocks and a deeper part that is much more inhomogeneous in terms of both rock distribution and size. In the latter, three blocky regions, with boulder dimensions of, from left to right, 1 to 3, 0.3 to 1, and 1 m, alternate with zones of fine materials. In the bottom unit (24 to 40 m), unit 3, the boulder density distribution decreases considerably, and the rocky material is essentially localized on the top of this interval. Below 28 m, in the central part of the image, a lens of rather uniform and transparent material is clearly visible; this lens is probably made of very fine grained material with no large rocks. Beneath this, there

to a two-way travel time of about 500 ns. This penetration is much larger (over three times in terms of two-way travel time) than that reached by the CE-3 LPR at the Zi Wei crater landing site (for comparison, see fig. S3). As a result, the subsurface at the CE-4 landing site is much more transparent to radio waves, and this qualitative observation suggests a totally different geological context for the two landing sites. A quantitative estimation of the signal attenuation in the subsurface material is given by the loss tangent value (20), which, for the CE-4 landing site, was estimated to be tan δ = (5 ± 2) × 10⁻²; this value appears to preclude an intact, dense lava flow layer in this sequence, because such a material would increase the loss tangent (tan δ > 10⁻²) and prevent deep penetration (21).

The stratigraphic sequence illustrated in the radargram (Fig. 2A) does not show any sharp and continuous reflectors that extend across the entire radar profile, but rather, it appears to be made of a complex distribution of radar features that cluster in specific areas. Two main depth sections can be identified: an initial section (about 0 to 150 ns) that, aside from a few scattered hyperbolic reflectors (Fig. S4), appears fairly uniform and very transparent to radio waves, and a second section (about 150 to 500 ns) that is much more irregular, with areas of strong discontinuous reflectors alternating with more uniform and transparent intervals (Fig. 2A). Below ~500 ns, no evident radar features are detectable. To convert the two-way travel time into depth, an estimation of the electromagnetic wave velocity is necessary, which we calculated by applying the hyperbola calibration method. Using seven well-defined point-source hyperbolic events, which are only present within the first section (between 30 and 90 ns), we computed the average wave velocity at different time delays which are only present within the first section (between 30 and 90 ns), to a two-way travel time of about 500 ns. This penetration is much larger (over three times in terms of two-way travel time) than that reached by the CE-3 LPR at the Zi Wei crater landing site (for comparison, see fig. S3). As a result, the subsurface at the CE-4 landing site is much more transparent to radio waves, and this qualitative observation suggests a totally different geological context for the two landing sites. A quantitative estimation of the signal attenuation in the subsurface material is given by the loss tangent value (20), which, for the CE-4 landing site, was estimated to be tan δ = (5 ± 2) × 10⁻²; this value appears to preclude an intact, dense lava flow layer in this sequence, because such a material would increase the loss tangent (tan δ > 10⁻²) and prevent deep penetration (21).

The stratigraphic sequence illustrated in the radargram (Fig. 2A) does not show any sharp and continuous reflectors that extend across the entire radar profile, but rather, it appears to be made of a complex distribution of radar features that cluster in specific areas. Two main depth sections can be identified: an initial section (about 0 to 150 ns) that, aside from a few scattered hyperbolic reflectors (Fig. S4), appears fairly uniform and very transparent to radio waves, and a second section (about 150 to 500 ns) that is much more irregular, with areas of strong discontinuous reflectors alternating with more uniform and transparent intervals (Fig. 2A). Below ~500 ns, no evident radar features are detectable. To convert the two-way travel time into depth, an estimation of the electromagnetic wave velocity is necessary, which we calculated by applying the hyperbola calibration method. Using seven well-defined point-source hyperbolic events, which are only present within the first section (between 30 and 90 ns), we computed the average wave velocity at different time delays (fig. S4). Such velocity progressively decreases and reaches a constant value, $v = 0.16$ m/ns, at about 70 ns. Given the lack of any other information, we assumed that this velocity does not appreciably change with depth and that it does not vary across the entire radar section. On the basis of this value, the thickness of the homogeneous material at the top of the radar section (0 to 150 ns) is about 12 m, whereas the underlying material (150 to 500 ns) is about 28 m thick. We used the set of retrieved velocity values to estimate the material bulk density in the first 7 m (Fig. S5) of the radar section. Applying two different models (22, 23), we obtained two slightly different trends reaching the asymptotic values $1.90 ± 0.08$ g/cm$^3$ (22) and $1.67 ± 0.07$ g/cm$^3$ (23) at about 5.8 m depth. Last, applying the relationship between loss tangent, density, and oxide content defined for the lunar nearside (21), we compute the (FeO + TiO$_2$) abundance at the CE-4 landing site (fig. S6). We found a (FeO + TiO$_2$) content of 9 ± 4% (22) and 11 ± 4% (23), in good agreement with the range, 11.4 to 15.9%, measured by Kaguya Multiband Imager (MI) (24) at this site. This compatibility is quite notable, as the two techniques probe different portions of the lunar regolith: Kaguya data refer to the surface material, whereas LPR data refer to the large volume of material located to a depth of 6 m.

Despite the good quality of the radar image, the complexity of the spatial distribution and shape of the radar features makes identification of the geological structures/events that generated such features quite difficult (25). To overcome this problem, we applied a tomographic inversion algorithm (26) that is capable of gaining information about the size of the objects producing the radar features (scattering objects) when their dimension is larger than half of the signal wavelength (~0.2 m). The resulting image (Fig. 2B) illustrates the internal structure of the deposits, characterized by vertical and lateral inhomogeneities, with groups of boulders and rocks (of various sizes and located at different depths) intercalated with finer materials. On the basis of the distribution, quantity, and dimension of such inhomogeneities, the image can be separated in three main units (Fig. 2C). The shallower unit (depth interval, 0 to 12 m), unit 1, looks rather uniform, with sporadic large rocks distributed along the radar section. The underlying unit (depth interval, 12 to 24 m), unit 2, is composed of an upper part containing a large amount of randomly (almost evenly) distributed 0.2- to 1-m-wide rocks and a deeper part that is much more inhomogeneous in terms of both rock distribution and size. In the latter, three blocky regions, with boulder dimensions of, from left to right, 1 to 3, 0.3 to 1, and 1 m, alternate with zones of fine materials. In the bottom unit (24 to 40 m), unit 3, the boulder density distribution decreases considerably, and the rocky material is essentially localized on the top of this interval. Below 28 m, in the central part of the image, a lens of rather uniform and transparent material is clearly visible; this lens is probably made of very fine grained material with no large rocks. Beneath this, there...
is a zone with relative uniform distribution of small rocks overlaying a completely transparent layer and thus again probably made of very fine materials. The bottom part of this layer (40 m) is not clearly visible in the tomographic image (Fig. 2B) but is well detectable on the radargram (Fig. 2A), and it is delimited by a discontinuous distribution of poorly defined scatterers. The sequence of interposed coarser and finer materials might continue below 40 m; however, it is impossible to discriminate signal from noise at such a depth.

Fig. 2. LPR data at 500 MHz. (A) LPR 500-MHz radargram represented in standard seismic colors after applying Dewow, background subtraction, and spherical and exponential compensation (SEC) gain and migration. The x axis is the rover distance (top, starting point on the left) and the exploration points (bottom), and the y axis indicates the two-way travel time and depth; the depth is calculated on the basis of the average electromagnetic wave velocity of 0.16 m/ns. (B) Tomographic reconstruction of the radar data, where red represents high reflectivity (large electromagnetic contrast) and blue is low reflectivity (small electromagnetic contrast). (C) Schematic of the stratigraphic sequence highlighting the contacts between units and the relevant thicknesses based on the radargram (A) and the tomographic reconstruction (B). Gray tone indicates finer (light gray) or coarser (dark gray) materials.
Ejecta thickness from DHC data

We used dark halo craters (DHCs) and non-DHCs to constrain the total thickness of distal ejecta over the landing region (27). Because most mare basalts in the northwest of the landing area are undisturbed and no DHCs can be found in that region, we only analyzed DHCs and non-DHCs in the area covered by ejecta in the southeast (fig. S7, A and B). Considering a radius of 20 km around the landing site, we identified 25 DHCs that have penetrated through the bright ejecta and excavated underlying dark mare basalts and 163 non-DHCs that only excavated the ejecta materials. Using the relationship between excavation depth and crater diameter (28), we estimated an ejecta thickness ranging from 34 to 78 m based on the DHC data (fig. S7C) and greater than 39 m based on non-DHCs located about 2 km from the landing site (fig. S7C). The observed deepest reflectors at 40 m are consistent with the lower end of this range, but the ejecta thickness may extend below this detectability limit because the ejecta thickness is estimated to be 30 to 90 m based on the excavation depth of the iron-rich craters (29).

DISCUSSION

Combining the information provided by the radargram, the tomographic image, and the quantitative analysis (estimated wave velocity and loss tangent), we can conclude that the subsurface internal structure at the landing site is essentially made by low-loss, highly porous granular materials embedding boulders of different sizes. Given such a strong geological constraint, the most plausible interpretation is that the sequence is made of a layer of regolith overlaying a sequence of ejecta deposits from various craters (Fig. 3), which progressively accumulated after the emplacement of the mare basalts on the floor of Von Kármán crater. The layer of regolith (unit 1) is quite thick (up to 12 m), is rather homogenous both laterally and vertically, and is mostly composed of fine materials. It developed from the uppermost portion of the ejecta deposits, which were thicker than 12 m and were delivered to this area by multiple impact craters, mostly Finsen, von Kármán L, and Von Kármán L' craters (table S1) (2).

Unit 2 (depth, 12 to 24 m) is characterized by large rocks and boulders that are interbedded with thin layers of fine materials. Ejecta deposition never occurs via simple carpeting, but it is accompanied by horizontal shearing and mixing, excavation, and subsurface structural disturbances (28), especially in areas beyond the continuous ejecta deposits of the source crater. Fine materials can be produced by the internal shearing of ejecta deposits, which reduces particle sizes, and the fine layers can also be formed due to regolith development during the intervals between different impact events. On the other hand, the CE-4 landing site is located within a secondary crater chain linked to the Finsen crater (fig. S8C), and the depth of the secondary crater is about 16 m (fig. S8D); this is the minimum depth of the structural disturbances formed during the landing of the ejecta, as the secondary crater is highly degraded. Therefore,

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the subsurface geological structure at the CE-4 landing site inferred from LPR observations. The subsurface can be divided into three units: Unit 1 (up to 12 m) consists of lunar regolith, unit 2 (depth range, 12 to 24 m) consists of coarser materials with embedded rocks, and unit 3 (depth range, 24 to 40 m) contains alternating layers of coarse and fine materials.
unit 2 is likely formed due to a combination of (i) coarse ejecta that were not mobilized during the landing of impact ejecta (28), (ii) structural disturbances in local materials caused by the landing ejecta, and (iii) fine materials generated during or after the ejecta deposition. Unit 3 (24 to 40 m) contains alternating layers of coarse and fine materials. This unit can be interpreted as a combination of ejecta deposits, which were delivered by various craters older than Finson and regolith developed during the impact intervals. Finson is an Eratosthenian-aged crater (<3.2 Ga), and many older craters have contributed to deliver ejecta deposits on the crater floor of Von Kármán before that age (30). However, tracing the source crater for each individual layer of ejecta deposits is not possible. Last, the lack of a detectable radar signal below 40 m does not allow us to make any definite conclusion about the properties of the materials at the base of the ejecta, although we can speculate that the granular materials extend beneath such a depth; accordingly, the upper contact of the mare basal layer must be deeper than 40 m.

The results of the radar data collected by the LPR during the first 2 days of lunar operation provide the first electromagnetic image of the farside subsurface structure and the first “ground truth” of the stratigraphic architecture of an ejecta deposit. The results illustrate, in an unprecedented way, the spatial distribution of the different products that contribute to form the ejecta sequence and their geometrical characteristics. The data also permitted the first unambiguous measurement of the lunar regolith layer thickness made with a radar, as previous knowledge regarding lunar soil thickness and ejecta deposition was based on impact models and indirect measurements. This work shows that the extensive use of the LPR could greatly improve our understanding of the history of lunar impact and volcanism and could shed new light on the comprehension of the geological evolution of the Moon’s farside.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
LPR operation principle, data acquisition, and processing
CE-4 LPR is equipped with two distinct GPR systems. The low-frequency system is equipped with two monopole antennas having a nominal central frequency of 60 MHz and 40- to 80-MHz bandwidth. The monopoles have a length of 1.15 m and are spaced 0.8 m from each other. These antennas are installed in the back of the rover and suspended 0.6 m above the ground. The high-frequency system is equipped with one transmitting and two receiving bowtie antennas (CH2A and CH2B), with a nominal central frequency of 500 MHz and 250- to 750-MHz bandwidth. The antennas are located at the bottom of the Yutu-2 rover, ~0.3 m above the ground (contactless), and are separated 0.16 m from each other (16). LPR data were collected along the radar route, while the rover was traveling. The time intervals between two adjacent traces are 1.536 s at 60 MHz and 0.6636 s at 500 MHz. The velocity of the rover is ~5.5 cm/s, which gives an approximate step size of ~3.6 cm for the 500 MHz and ~8.5 cm for the 60 MHz. During the first two lunar days from point X to LE210, the LPR worked 6 hours 28 min 53 s and collected in total 13,400 data points. Raw and processed data for the central part of the radar section (distance between 40 and 80 m along the profile) are shown in fig. S2. Raw and processed data of the Lunar Radar Unit (LPR) and ultra-wideband radar (UWR) were used to characterize the subsurface. The LPR produced data with 60 MHz and 500 MHz central frequencies. The UWR generated data with 70 MHz, 200 MHz, and 2.5 GHz central frequencies. Data analysis focused on the near-surface (<40 m). The LPR operation principle, data acquisition, and processing are discussed in detail (31).

Comparison between CE-3 and CE-4 data
We compared 500 MHz data collected by the LPR on board CE-3 and CE-4 (fig. S3) in terms of the maximum two-way travel time (penetration depth) at which the radar signal is still detectable. Such a comparison has been made using the same attenuation and maximum gain values applied for the radargrams shown in fig. S2C but using a different starting point for CE-3 (0.7) to better show the shallower reflectors. At the CE-4 landing site, the radar signal is detected up to a maximum two-way travel time of ~500 ns, whereas that at the CE-3 landing site is only ~150 ns. The difference in signal penetration is due to the difference in electromagnetic properties of the subsurface at the two sites, as highlighted by the loss tangent values (dictating the attenuation of the electromagnetic wave), which is tanδ = (5 ± 2) × 10^-3 for the CE-4 landing site and tanδ ≥10^-2 for the CE-3 landing site (32) (see below).

Physical parameter estimation
Wave velocity and density
Individual targets buried in the subsurface produce different radar reflection features in the radar cross section. If the target has a size <0.1λ (where λ denotes the probing wavelength), the reflection pattern is well approximated by a hyperbola; in contrast, for objects larger than 1λ to 3λ, the reflection pattern is more complicated, while targets having a size of tens of λ generate semicontinuous, flat reflections (33). To convert the two-way travel time into depth, we identified seven well-defined point targets in the first interval of the section (0 to 150 ns) to estimate the radar wave velocity using the common well-established hyperbolic fitting method (fig. S4) (19). For each hyperbolic event, the computed value represents the average velocity in the volume of material between the surface and the point target; the estimated value decreases with depth, reaching an asymptotic limit of 0.16 m/ns at about 70 ns (5.8 m). Laboratory measurements have shown that the wave velocity (i.e., the real part of the dielectric permittivity) depends on material bulk density. Different equations relating such quantities have been proposed; here, we exploited the Olhoeft and Strangway formula (22)

\[ \rho = 2 \cdot \frac{\log(\varepsilon)}{\log(1.92)} \]  

(1)
and the equation proposed by Hickson et al. (23)

$$\rho = \frac{(\delta^2) - 1}{0.307}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

to compute the average density at different depths (fig. S5). In general, the density increases with depth, although the values computed using Eq. 2 (red dots in fig. S5) are systematically lower than those estimated through Eq. 1 (black dots in fig. S5), which are in good agreement with the trend (blue dashed line in fig. S5) estimated for the lunar nearside (21). Note that the first hyperbolic event is detectable at about 30 ns (~3 m depth), therefore far below the maximum excavation depth reached during the Apollo missions (21). Below 5.8 m, the density approaches a constant value, 1.90 ± 0.08 g/cm³ according to Eq. 1 and 1.67 ± 0.07 g/cm³ according to Eq. 2, where the uncertainties have been computed using the standard propagation formula (34).

**Loss tangent and FeO + TiO2 abundances**

The material loss factor can be computed using a frequency shift method; in the literature, there are several techniques proposed to evaluate a similar approach presented in (35, 36). In this work, we applied a similar approach presented in (20), which estimates the decrease of the centroid frequency as a function of depth in the spectrum of the LPR signal. The frequency decay has been computed for the two-way travel time from 0 to about 450 ns; thus, the average loss tangent, \( \tan \delta = (5 \pm 2) \times 10^{-3} \), represents an average value for the entire radar section over that interval.

Laboratory measurements show that the loss tangent depends on bulk density and (FeO + TiO₂) abundance as follows (21)

$$\tan \delta = 10^{0.038 (\% FeO+\% TiO₂)+0.312 p−3.26}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Assuming a specific value for the loss tangent, we can use Eq. 3 to plot the joint probability density (37) as a function of bulk density and oxide content. Such distribution (fig. S6) allows us to estimate the values of the bulk density if the (FeO + TiO₂) content is known and vice versa. Assuming for the CE-4 landing site a loss tangent value \( \tan \delta = (5 \pm 2) \times 10^{-3} \), we can use Kaguya M1 (23) measurement (range, 11.4 to 15.9%) to estimate the bulk density (i.e., 1.4 ± 0.3 g/cm³). On the other hand, using the bulk density values computed applying Eqs. 1 and 2, it is possible to determine the oxide content, that is, 9 ± 4% and 11 ± 4%, respectively.

**Inversion tomography**

The method, used to obtain the tomographic image shown in Fig. 3B, belongs to the set of migration approaches (26, 31, 38, 39, 40), which are based on a simplified model of electromagnetic scattering. In particular, the model underlying the migration approaches neglects the mutual interactions between the targets and allows us to estimate the properties of the buried scatterers, in terms of location and geometrical features (26, 39); conversely, the quantitative reconstruction of the electromagnetic properties is possible only in the case of weak scatterers (41).

If we consider a point-like scatterer located in the object space at \( \vec{r} = (x, y, z) \), and denote as \( \vec{r}_m \) the measurement point belonging to the measurement domain \( \Sigma \), and let \( i(t) \) be the transmitted signal, the corresponding backscattered field is given by

$$e_s(\vec{r}_m, t) = i \left( t - 2 \frac{|\vec{r}_m - \vec{r}|}{v} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where the amplitude factor due to the propagation spreading has been neglected, \( i(t) \) is a short-duration pulse or the pulse after range compression has occurred, and \( v \) is the velocity of the electromagnetic wave in the investigated medium. Actually, due to the finite directivity of the antennas, a point scatterer appears as a diffraction hyperboloid whose apex is located at \((x, y, z)\), if the measurement domain \( \Sigma \) is located at \( z = 0 \). The aim of migration is to compensate such a spreading by refocusing each segment of the hyperbola to its apex. A common way to implement the migration is through the so-called diffraction summation (38). In this method, the object space is divided in pixels, and for each of them, a diffraction hyperboloid is built in the data space. After, the reconstruction at each pixel is achieved by summing up contributions, where the synthetic hyperboloid intersects data. From a mathematical point of view, the reconstruction is provided by

$$R(\vec{r}) = \int_\Sigma \int_T e_s(\vec{r}_m, t) \delta \left( t - 2 \frac{|\vec{r}_m - \vec{r}|}{v} \right) dt d\vec{r}_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( T \) is the time interval during which data are collected and \( \Sigma \) is the measurement domain over which the measurements are collected. After Fourier transforming with respect to time, Eq. 5 can be recast (apart an unessential factor) as

$$R(\vec{r}) = \sum_{f} \int_{\vec{b}_j} E_s(\vec{r}_m, f) e^{j2\pi|\vec{r}_m - \vec{r}|/\lambda} d\vec{r}_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( E_s(\vec{r}_m, f) \) is the backscattered field collected at the generic measurement point \( \vec{r}_m \) and frequency \( f \), \( k \) is the wave number in the background medium, and \( B_j \) is the working frequency band. \( E_s(\vec{r}_m, f) \) is achieved by means of the Fourier transform of the GPR trace collected at the generic measurement point \( \vec{r}_m \).

By sampling both the measurement domain and the working frequency band, the integral is replaced by the summation

$$R(\vec{r}) = \sum_m \sum_j E_s(\vec{r}_m, f_j) e^{j2\pi|\vec{r}_m - \vec{r}|/\lambda} \Delta f \Delta r_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In particular, we have considered a working frequency band \( B_j = [250, 750] \) MHz sampled with a frequency step equal to \( \Delta f = 1.56 \) MHz (320 working frequencies). The measurement domain has an extent equal to 10 m, centered with respect to the point to be imaged and sampled with a step equal to 0.0355 m. The wave number is evaluated by assuming the relative dielectric permittivity of the subsurface equal to 3.52 (corresponding to a velocity of the electromagnetic wave equal to 0.16 m/ns).

We present the tomographic image as the modulus of the radar reflectivity map \(| R(\vec{r}) | \) that accounts for the location and geometry of the scattering objects inside the investigation domain. In particular, the investigation domain has a horizontal extent of 106 m and a depth ranging from 0 to 48.9 m. The dimensions of the objects were computed by evaluating the transverse extent (along x axis) of the focused spots on the tomographic image.

**Ejecta thickness estimation using impact craters**

We estimated the thickness of ejecta using the excavation depth of DHCs and non-DHCs. Because most mare basalts in the northwest of the landing area are undisturbed and no DHCs can be found in this region, we only analyzed DHCs and non-DHCs in ejecta blanket southeast of the landing site. In fig. S7 (A and B), we identified a total of 25 DHCs (red circles) with diameters of 327 to 1064 m and 163 non-DHCs (yellow circles) with diameters of 34 to 777 m within

a distance of 20 km from the CE-4 landing site (the white cross) in the CE-2 Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM) and the Kaguya Multi-band Imager (MI) map. DHCs are thought to have penetrated the ejecta layer, so an upper limit of the ejecta thickness can be estimated, whereas non-DHCs did not penetrate the ejecta, and hence, a lower limit of the ejecta thickness can be obtained (27). Using the 1/10 relation between excavation depth and the transient crater diameter (which is 0.84 of the final diameter), the excavation depth (t) of an impact crater is calculated as \( t = 0.084D \), where \( D \) is the final rim-to-rim diameter (28). Figure S7C shows the excavation depth as a function of distance from the CE-4 landing site. From this figure, excavation depths from DHCs are generally larger than those from non-DHCs, as expected. Using the 5 and 95% percentiles of DHC diameters (405 and 924 m), 90% of the surface have an ejecta thickness of 34 to 78 m. However, there are several cases where excavation depths from DHCs are less than those from non-DHCs, indicating lateral variations of ejecta thickness. Using the non-DHCs 2 km within the landing site, the distal ejecta thickness should be at least larger than 39 m. All these numbers are consistent with the subsurface reflectors at 40 m, indicating that ejecta should be thicker than this value.

**Ejecta thickness model**

We used a power function of ejecta thickness \((r)\) to estimate the thickness of distal ejecta at the CE-4 landing site. The ejecta thickness \( t \) can be modeled as

\[
  t = T \left( \frac{r}{R} \right)^{-3} \tag{8}
\]

where \( r \) is the distance from the crater center, \( R \) is crater radius, and \( T \) is the ejecta thickness at the rim of the crater. The relation between \( T \) and crater radius can be expressed as

\[
  T = 0.14 R^{0.74} \tag{9}
\]

As the distance from the crater center is known, the ejecta thickness can be estimated using the above two equations.

By analyzing the trend of the rays in the CE-2 DOM image, the distal ejecta over the CE-4 landing regions are most probably from Finsen, Von Kármán L, and several other craters (2). Table S1 shows the estimated thickness for the major ejecta-contributors at the CE-4 landing site using the ejecta thickness model, showing that ejecta thickness at the CE-4 landing site is \(~8.1\) m, which is comparable with that estimated by Huang et al. (2).
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